Hillery Park Elementary Expectations for Remote Learning

The Husky Way
“Do what is Right,
not what is Easy!”

BE
RESPECTFUL

BE
RESPONSIBLE

BE
READY

Attendance

Entering the
Lobby/Classroom

Synchronous Instruction
(Live on-line)

Asynchronous Instruction
(Independent)

I respect myself, my classmates
and my teacher by:
-Being in attendance for every
class! Every day!
-I am in attendance when my
camera is on and I actively
engaged in class.
-Sitting up straight in camera view
with my mic muted.
-Asking and answering questions.

I respect myself, my classmates and
my teacher by:
- Having my device charged, camera
on and microphone muted.
-Only using the chat when instructed
by my teacher.
-By being kind to my classmates and
respectful of their surroundings.
- Remaining muted until I am called
upon.

I respect myself, my classmates and
my teacher by:
-Only using the chat to ask and answer
questions that are related to the lesson.
-Using the hand raise feature or raising
my hand on screen when I want to
speak in class
-Respecting all group members
answers, ideas, and opinions at all
times

I respect myself, my classmates and my
teacher by:
-Following directions and procedures for
each lesson promptly.
-Understanding Chat is NOT to be used
during asynchronous instruction.
-When I have a question, I use Office
Hours to contact my teacher.
-Doing my best work even when no one
is watching.

I am responsible for all my
behavior and learning by:
-Following the BPS dress code and
being dressed appropriately for
class.
-Following my schedule and
logging onto my morning and
afternoon classes.
·Staying in class until the teacher
dismisses me.
- Having my parent notify my
teacher, prior to being absent or
tardy to class.

I am responsible for all my behavior
and learning by:
-Knowing your schedule and times of
instruction
-Knowing the letter day, every day.
-Keeping food, drinks and other
distractions away from my devices.
- Being dressed for success!
- Completing my classwork and
homework.
- Checking Schoology throughout the
day for announcements, updates and
messages

I am responsible for all my behavior
and learning by:
-Using the chat box for educational
purposes only.
-Following teacher directions in the
chat box.
-Taking responsibility for the things
you write in the chat and will be held
accountable for inappropriateness
-Remaining in a distraction-free space
throughout the lesson

I am responsible for all my behavior
and learning by:
-Opening each Schoology folder and
reading directions carefully.
-Completing independent work.
-Turing in quality work on-time and
double checking to make sure it is
submitted properly.
-Making sure you are completing work
in Lexia, Zearn, Moby Max, Power
Up, and MyOn daily.
-Taking charge of my learning, finding
solutions and not seeking excuses.

I am demonstrating my readiness
to learn by:
-Finding a quiet area to sit so I may
focus and work.
-Having a notebook, pens/pencils,
and books for class
-Signing into Schoology and
logging onto my MS Teams
meeting 5 minutes early.
-Having a copy of my class
schedule and A-F schedule open in
order to attend the correct classes.

I am demonstrating my readiness to
learn by:
- Being in the lobby 5 minutes prior to
the start of your class.
-Being prepared in a quiet place with
no distractions where I can
concentrate
- Being prepared with supplies you
need for class
- Entering class at a “0” voice level.
- Being ready to receive and follow
teacher direction.

I am demonstrating my readiness to
learn by:
-Having my microphone on mute!
-Having my camera turned on, being
fully present and allowing my teacher
to see me through the entire lesson.
-Sitting up and in view of camera.
-Being organized with all other
learning materials and school supplies
in front of me for each class.
-Keeping my food and drinks off screen
and not interfering with learning

I am demonstrating my readiness to
learn by:
-Having a fully operable and charged
device every day, all day.
-Being on time to all classes
-Having my school supplies ready.
-Finding the most distraction free space
which is appropriate for learning.
-Being ready to work the full
asychronous period.

I come to school with a positive attitude, a cooperative spirit, determined to do my best!

